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Jake Longstreth's paintings document the suburban landscapes 

most Americans are all too familiar with, but few artists are 

interested in capturing-the monotonous commercial strips that 

house clusters of nearly identical retail and restaurant chains 

that stretch from coast to coast. With a new show titled Seasonal 

Concepts at Nino Mier Gallery in West Hollywood, the Los 

Angeles-based painter documents the decline of a brick-and

mortar retail culture that few are likely to mourn. An 

accompanying book, also available from Nino Mier, features 

work from the past three years. Metropolis spoke with Longstreth 

to find out what animates his interest in this overlooked 

environment. 
Galleria Painting, 2021 by Jake Longstreth COURTESY NINO MIER GALLERY 

Ethan Tucker: The paintings in Seasonal Concepts are all depict the kinds of buildings you might find along a suburban commercial 

strip. What interests you about these buildings? 

Jake Longstreth: This show is all national corporate retail and restaurant chains-big publicly traded companies that you might 

encounter off any freeway whether it's Texas, Virginia, Galifornia, or Minnesota. I just got interested in that strictly because of the 

ubiquity. Some of these chains go way back to the 1950s, but growing up, I started to notice them, and I noticed the saturation 

increasing as the years went by. I thought these things were so characteristic of our time. They were so big, too. It's like, where do I 

stand to shoot all these source photos? It seemed very tricky. And I just thought they were potent and amusing symbols to take as 

subjects. 

E1': They really are. Do you feel that there's an archival quality to your work? Like you're recording what is our there and what it looks 

like? 

JL: Absolutely. I think of when you look back at old photographs of the 1920s, 'S0s, or '70s, I want my paintings to have tl1e patina of 

our era. Their meaning will change as time goes by. We're not nostalgic at all for Circuit City, which went out of business in 2009, but 

eventually we might be. Especially as things continue to change and there's less retail on the street. And these corporate, cookie-cutter 

places that we don't have any sort of emotional bond to whatsoever, we might look back and feel differently. How strange is that? 

ET: Right. There's a sort of a placelessness to these paintings because they're of these enormous chains that are alt over the country. 

But you title some of them with place names. There seems to be a tension there between atopia and rootedness. 

A view of Longstreth"s show currently on view at the Nino Mier Gallery in Los Angeles. From left to right: Arizona Red Lobster, 2021; The First Hooters, 2021; and 

Burbank, 2021. COURTESY NINO MIER GALLERY 
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